
Hi, I am Tanvi Mishra
Currently a Senior designer at Gojek
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Senior Designer
Gojek

2020 - present

Leading the Interaction design and 
Visual experience of the gojek 
platform and other verticals like 
gofood, goride, goplay, gobiz 
(merchant). I have been contributing 
to the product strategy and 
influencing roadmap of the projects.
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Designer
Gojek

2018-2020

Designed multi product experiences 
within GoPlay (Entertainment) and 
GoFood (Food) vertical. Worked on 
defining Visual tone of voice, design 
system, for both iOS and Android 
platforms and contributed to 
research, testing and rebranding.
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Design Intern
Gojek, GoQles, Juspay

2017 - 2018

At Juspay, I redesigned the express 
checkout and BHIM UPI 2.0.  
At GoQles, I worked on the MVP 
and marketing effort. At Gojek,  
I contributed to the notification 
experience that spanned across 
Gojek’s multi product portfolio.

Experience

tanvi333.in@gmail.com tanvimishra.com www.linkedin.com/in/tanvidesign

Goplay
UX and Visual design Gojek

Goplay is an OTT platform that streams local and global 
content. I worked on laying the UX foundation and 
contributed to Strategy and Product Roadmap. I closely 
collaborated with stakeholders across research, 
development, testing, marketing and growth.

Case Study

PeakPerformer Mobile
UX and Visual design PeakPerformer

Peakperformer is a platform that provides digital strategic 
coaching to transform executives at all career levels into 
global leaders. The project ambition was to understand and 
translate the web driven workflows to a mobile first version. 

I worked on defining their visual style and design system. 

Case Study

Here are some of the projects I had  
the pleasure of contributing to
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Goplay CMS
UX and Visual design Gojek

Goplay’s Content Management System (CMS) is a 
platform for uploading and managing video content for 
goplay.

Aloha Design System
UX and Visual design Gojek

Aloha is the next version of Gojek's Design Language 
System - Asphalt. Worked on building multiple 
components, theming, typography and spacing guidelines.

BHIM v2.0
UX and Visual design Juspay

BHIM is an Indian mobile payment app developed by 
the NPC of India, based on UPI. I worked with other 
designers on e-mandate screens for BHIM v2.0, 
payments UI for BharatPay and more.

Express Checkout
UX and Visual design Juspay

Redesigned the Express Checkout product of JUSPAY 
with better UX that aims at higher conversion rate of 
payments. It is used across thousands of sites and 
Juspay's partners.
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Education

2014-2018

Bachelor’s Degree in Electronics & 
Communication Engineering
Chitkara University, Chandigarh
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